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Abstract
This study examines football supporters' emotional expressions at football matches. The

study uncovers this through the analysis of football supporters from the Stockholm-based

football club AIK, by conducting participant observation and ethnographic interviews.

There has been a lack of studies specifically analysing the emotions of football supporters,

particularly in anthropology. Thus, the essay aims to understand how specific emotions come

about through an ecological approach to emotions, in combination with the concept of

emotional styles. The author shows how football supporters come to learn and remember

certain skills through the engagement with the environment, a process which the emotions are

part of, and how these engagements can shape certain emotional registers which are then

collectively displayed.
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Introduction

Football is the most popular sport in the world, however the Swedish football scene is not

really prominent in that discussion, which is not strange considering that the Swedish football

league is ranked as the 23rd best league in Europe (UEFA 2022). But despite the low ranking

of Allsvenskan1, it remarkably attracts big attendances to matches, which have been growing

every year. For instance, before the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 the average attendance was

9 165, which is by far the best in Scandinavia (Svensk Elitfotboll 2019) and can even be set

side by side with a top league such as the Portuguese league, which is ranked as the 6th best

league in Europe (UEFA 2022) with an average attendance of 11 140 before the pandemic

(Transfermarkt 2020).

I experienced the Swedish football scene for the first time in 2018 while working at Friends

Arena at the time.2 This particular time there was an important match for AIK Stockholm3,

which is one of the biggest and most well-known teams in Sweden. AIK needed to win this

game in order to win the league title for the first time in 9 years. The stadium was completely

full with over 50 000 (AIK Fotboll 2022a) people cheering, screaming and chanting in unison

for their beloved team for 90 minutes. I remember the energy and loudness in the stadium so

vividly. I saw people go through all kinds of emotions, from happiness to anger, from anxiety

to relief in just seconds. But as I stood on the stand behind the touchlines, my attention

swayed to my left, to the stand at the byline. Everyone there was constantly singing and that

goes without saying being very loud as well. That stand is called Norra Stå4 which was

unbeknown to me at the time, but what was made clear to me was that that particular stand

was the heartbeat of the stadium, a big cause for the powerful and emotionally charged

atmosphere that I felt. As I continued watching, I noticed a lot of movement at the Norra stå

stand, not quite understanding what was going on. Moments later I realised that the

supporters were raising a massive TIFO5, depicting honorary chairman Lennart Johansson,

with an AIK scarf around his neck, drinking a glass of alcohol and behind him two trophies,

5 TIFO comes from the italian word tifosi and means fans, TIFO’s consist of chants, flags and banners which
supporters create massive choreographies with for especially important games (COPA90 Football 2017).

4 Translated as the North Stand.
3 AIK is an abbreviation for “Allmänna Idrottsklubben”.
2 Friends Arena is the home stadium of AIK, as well as the Swedish national team.
1 Allsvenskan is the official name of the top football league in Sweden.
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one written with 2009 and the other with nothing written on it, suggesting that 2018 was the

year to write history again.

My other revelation was when I went to one of my first AIK games, but at this point I had too

somewhat started to sympathise with the club and was becoming a supporter. It was the first

time I went with a good friend to an AIK game. During the game I started to notice how he

was acting differently than usual. He is normally a very calm person, but he was chanting

enthusiastically, screaming loudly at the referee at every decision that went against AIK, and

sometimes just screaming his lungs out in frustration when something did not go right for

AIK. At the end of the game he had almost lost his voice and he looked exhausted. But

despite all of these emotions, he was happy because his beloved AIK had won the game.

Purpose and Research Question

These experiences made me realise that it could not solely be for the quality of the football

nor the popularity of the sport that attracts this large amount of audiences, rather due to other

cultural and social aspects as well. There is an obvious emotional element during and

surrounding these football matches which makes me curious. I come to question, how come

these people respond to these things in such an emotional manner? In line with these

observations and curiosity, this essay will be exploring the emotionality of AIK football

supporters.

Thus, the purpose of this study is to contribute to the anthropological research of football

supporters. As football became of academic interest during the 1970’s, much of the research

was based on hooliganism, particularly in the UK and Europe, resulting in a lack of research

on other aspects of football supporters. It was not until the 1990’s this changed (Pearson

2012: 5) and not even until the 1980’s the anthropology of sports got going, much at the

hands of scholars of other disciplines who were conducting research in sports with an

anthropological flavour to them, by focusing on sports in non-Western, prehistoric and

traditional societies (Blanchard 1995: 21).

One of these scholars was sociologist Janet Lever’s (1969) pioneering ethnography on

Brazilian football culture, on how football is an all-consuming commitment for fans and

players alike (Lever 1969: 36f). This type of football ethnography was not picked up until 20
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years later by anthropologists, such as Eduardo P. Archetti (1985) and Christian Bromberger

(1987) who followed up with similar research. These studies were focused on tracing cultural

and historical shaping of regional and national identities through public participation of

football (Armstrong & Giulianotti 1997: 1f). But still, these powerful emotions of which I

witnessed have rarely been directly investigated, rather focusing on the negative part of

football supporters' emotional outbursts, vis-a-vis violence and hooliganism (Friedman 2020

:60). One of the few exceptions in anthropology is Rommel’s (2021) research on Egypts

football revolution. Nevertheless, there is still a deficiency of research on football supporters

in direct relation to emotionality. Therefore, this study attempts to fill this gap.

Furthermore, this study aims to contribute to the anthropology of emotion, by employing an

ecological approach to the study of emotions. This theoretical model suggests that emotion is

an ecological phenomenon which entails a process that takes place between an individual and

its environment in which emotions and feelings arise and operate in (Milton 2007: 66).

Anthropologist Sarah Pink (2011) has made use of this approach in her research of the sport

of bullfighting. Pink (2011: 344) suggests that such a framework might also be used in other

performative contexts in order to get a fuller interpretation. Therefore, I believe that it would

be of anthropological interest to apply a similar framework upon analysing football

supporters, for a better understanding of emotionality among supporters and their praxis in

the stands. Thus, the purpose of this essay is to contribute to the subfield of anthropology of

emotions by exploring an ecology of emotions applied on football supporters and its

performances.

Lastly and more concretely, this study will focus on the emotions of AIK supporters,

particularly focusing on the supporters residing in the Norra stå stand, as this section’s

supporters display emotionality constantly, in order to contextualise their practices by

discussing how they convey different emotions throughout football matches. Accordingly, the

thesis research questions reads:

How do AIK football supporters at Norra stå express emotions during matches, and how can

an analysis of these supporters' emotional expressions contribute to a better understanding of

supporter practices and behaviour?
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Background to Empirical Material

This section will consist of a historical overview of AIK history, since it is relevant for the

further understanding of AIK supporters and the club in this thesis, as well as for the analysis.

This section will also highlight the gender-bias of the empirical material.

The large number of AIK supporters and the passion I witnessed is not something out of the

blue. As Sund (1997: 133) emphasises, AIK is a big club with a rich tradition. The club has

built a special image and mythization of itself, as being a winning and successful club. AIK

was a pioneer when the steps from amateurism to professionalism in Swedish football were

made, by intentionally forming mass appeal to the club. The club made sure to be associated

with famous people from the entertainment business and accentuate the urbane lifestyle by

playing big international teams, in this way of attracting players, coaches and supporters to

the club (Zethrin 2015: 313f). The mass appeal in conjunction with the club having ties to

both Östermalm and Råsunda in Solna, created a blurred social identity in which people from

different social stratas supported the club (Sund 1997: 133; Zethrin 2015: 313). Fitting to its

name AIK, “Allmänna Idrottsklubben”6, the club grew into becoming a club for the masses.

AIK was more of the club of the capital, rather than being a club with a particularly strong

local identity (Zethrin 2015: 312f; Sund 1997: 133).

Looking back to this period of the 1920’s and 30’s, one of AIK’s most dominant periods,

more than often there were over 10 000 supporters at the home games, and even up to 22 000

against historical rivals IFK Göteborg in 1931 (Sund 1997: 132). As mentioned in the

introduction, Allsvenskan has a high average attendance despite being lowly ranked, but it

has even had higher numbers historically. The Swedish league had at the end of the 1940’s a

very high average attendance of 12 527, which at the time was higher than the French league.

Reportedly, AIK and rivals Djurgårdens IF attendance numbers could only be compared to

some Italian and Spanish clubs at the time (Andersson 2002: 542).

By looking at AIK’s history, one can see how the club always has had supporters in numbers.

This background of the club is an important aspect for the analysis of today's supporters in

6 Allmänna Idrottsklubben translating as “The Public Athletic Club”
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such a way that it has a rich tradition of having supporters and the supporters themselves

uphold traditions and show commitment to the club by going to matches.

Another important aspect which is essential for the understanding of football supporters and

the empirical field altogether is that the sphere of football supporters is heavily dominated by

men and therefore, a very masculine environment. Football has always been synonymous

with men and in Sweden this has not been different. The sport became incorporated as part of

the masculine ideal many thanks to its easy spread throughout society and the fact that the

tough sport of football, in terms of masculinity, fitted in well with prevailing ideals of

masculinity at the time within the swedish working class (Giulianotti & Armstrong 1997: 6f;

Andersson 2002: 611). Even though there are women at games and families with children,

which I witnessed during my field work, they are still a minority. In my experience, Norra Stå

was the area with the least women present among supporters. For these reasons I need to

stress the gender bias, that this thesis is based on a male phenomenon. When I discuss

emotionality among football supporters, it is from a male's perspective. Though, it is to be

noted that women’s football is dramatically growing in popularity throughout the world

during these last years, increasing economically, as well as viewing-wise (Laverty 2022). It is

of importance and should be researched, but this particular thesis will not be examining such

perspectives.
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Method and Reflexivity

The methods used in this study were much influenced by how the social field was shaped

throughout my fieldwork. Accordingly, this section will also contain my reflexive thoughts

about my own position and role in the field in combination with the methods used and why

they were selected.

Reflexivity and Position

Firstly, It is important to reflect and discuss my own role in the ethnography, because it is not

unproblematic. I am myself a football supporter and I have supported AIK for nearly 5 years

now, meaning that I could be considered as somewhat part of the group that is being studied.

Though, I need to stress that I am not someone who goes to many AIK games a season, as

such not a fully experienced supporter in comparison to someone who has supported and

gone to the games from a young age, like all my informants have. This was made clear to me

during my field work, as being not completely aware of customs. Therefore, it is important to

acknowledge this and be reflexive in how my positioning and how my background can affect

this study (Göransson 2019: 102).

In my case, I believe that my background as a novice AIK supporter was crucial to enter the

field. As I discovered many football supporters are not fond of any kind of journalist,

researchers or authorities because of the bad reputation, stereotypes and penalisation that

these have brought upon football supporters as a whole. At the beginning of my fieldwork,

swedish football supporters and the police authorities were having an intense ongoing

conflict, as “Villkorstrappan”, a kind of “regulative disorder ladder” was implemented in

2019 to penalise clubs by targeting supporters and cutting down the capacity of people

allowed at the standing-stands [such as AIK’s Norra Stå stand] step by step if pyrotechnics or

other type of misbehaviour was assessed by police (Nordling 2021).

Thus, relating to Göransson’s (2019: 80) discussion concerning access to private spheres, in

order for me to enter the sensitive and considerably private social field of football supporters,

specially at the time of conducting the ethnography, I made the decision to use my personal

connection and affiliation with AIK to be able to make this study plausible. This is further

discussed in the next heading.
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Participant Observation

As the majority of researchers conducting ethnography, I used participant observation as my

main method, spending most of my time in the fieldwork among the informants in order to

get as complete an understanding as possible of the cultural meanings of supporters and their

activities (Davies 2008: 77). This meant time spent watching AIK games with AIK

supporters, mostly at the football grounds, but also at local bars.

At the start, I had trouble fully entering the field because of my position as a researcher, a

role which I made clear to the people I met at the beginning of my fieldwork. My initial aim

was to do ethnography on supporter groups, but my clear role as a researcher was not

well-perceived and thus my initial informant went cold turkey on me. As Göransson (2019:

78f) points out, in order to get access to more private spheres one requires different strategies

and one of them is going via existing networks in order to create a snowball effect. So I used

my existing network of people in order to get access to the social field of supporters instead

of doing it through a supporter group. Hence, I also made the decision to go with a different

approach to my role in the field. Going for a more visible one by not downplaying my own

person which Göransson (2019: 103f) explains can be advantageous, because to be part of a

social setting it presupposes that you are someone to invite in the first place. In this way, I

could create a closer bond to the informants and instil trust, which was an important factor in

my fieldwork because of the untrustworthy reputation researchers and journalists have among

football supporters as discussed previously.

Ethnographic Interviews

Likewise, the theme of mistrust was on mind when I decided to conduct two ethnographic

interviews. These interviews are of semi-structured type and are a way to deepen and

complement the participant observation (Göransson 2019: 120). I spent a lot of time doing

participant observation by going to games, participating in activities and being at bars

watching AIK matches with several informants with whom I enjoyed many informal

conversations. Consequently, I decided that two ethnographic interviews with two key

informants was enough ethnography for this thesis, bearing in mind the time frame too.

The interviews were planned beforehand by setting up a time and place and are as such

formal ethnographic interviews (Göransson: 121; Davies 2008: 105f). One of the interviews
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was held at the house of the informant, as I was invited to do it there, while the other one was

done on neutral ground, at a café. Both interviews lasted approximately an hour. The main

reason I chose to do this type of interview, instead of doing a structured one was because, as

discussed earlier, of the limitations that formality brings among supporters. They are inclined

to talk more and perceive me as more approachable when I have an increasingly informal

role, rather than a strict researcher's role. I presented the interviews to my informants as chats

about AIK. That being the case, the semi-structured interviews were a good fit since I

conducted the interviews with only some topics in mind and with open-ended questions in a

familiar and comfortable environment. In this way the interviews were truly likened to a

regular conversation.

Further, all my informants' names have been changed and replaced by pseudonyms in order to

keep their real names anonymous for safety reasons, in accordance with the Swedish

Research Council’s code of ethics (Vetenskapsrådet 2017: 13). Some of the activities

discussed in this essay, such as pyrotechnics, are banned and illegal at football stadiums.

Furthermore, all informants are males, because of, as per discussed earlier, the male gender

bias of the phenomenon of this study. The ages of informants varied, spanding from 20 to 50

years old, most of them on the younger side of the scale, as the environments of the

supporters, particularly at Norra stå consist of young men.

Documents

In addition to the traditional anthropological methodologies of participant observation and

ethnographic interviews, I used documents as part of my method. They were a small part of

the ethnography but important to contextualise certain parts of the ethnography. It was a way

for me to retrieve information about the club, events and statistics, which otherwise would

have been unattainable, as such in accordance with Göransson deeming documents in

ethnography as important, given that it is difficult to avoid various types of documents in

contemporary ethnographies (2019: 140). An important aspect of using documents is to

consider the authenticity, credibility and representativeness of the documents (Davies 2008:

198f). As such, the documents used have all been from official websites, many of them being

in different ways, the governing bodies of their particular domain, such as the AIK website

for information and news about the club.
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Theory

This section will firstly describe how the anthropology of emotions has developed in the

discipline throughout the years and then I proceed on to explain the ecological approach to

emotions as well as how this theoretical model has been employed to some capacity in the

past. Thereafter, I explain how the theoretical concept of emotional styles aligns well with the

former mentioned theory, and how it has been used on football supporters before.

Ecology of Emotions

There are different ways and assumptions in how emotions have been studied and understood

in scientific research of emotions. Anthropologist John Leavitt (1996) made an article

reflecting on the state of the study of emotion at the time, expressing concern for the evident

disunion that existed among the different disciplines. The cause of this was a division

between a cultural approach, which much, if not all anthropological theory was based on -

suggesting that emotions are socially constructed and culture specific. To the contrary of the

cultural approach, the biological approach argues that emotions are innate and universal

(Milton 2005: 30). Leavitt argued that anthropology needed a better understanding of

emotions which would address both the cultural and physical aspects of emotions (1996:

531f).

One of the biggest critics of the cultural approach and cultural constructionism in general, is

anthropologist Tim Ingold (1992; 2000). He stresses that treating the entire natural world as

constituted by human culture seems to deny nature itself any role in our understanding, as if

nature were a blank page in a book in which we humans just write meanings and

interpretations on. This would mean that nature would not have any meaning to us without it

first passing through a cultural lens. But as Ingold points out, this can not be the whole story

because our knowledge and understanding can not be constructed out of nothing. In order to

construct cultural structures, we must have some raw material and as such be able to directly

receive information from our environments, regardless of social interaction. Instead of

imposing human cultures on nature, Ingold argues that people perceive meaning in the world

by interacting with the environment and that this interaction shapes how they come to

understand the world (Milton 2005: 31; 2007: 70).
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Expanding this idea, Ingold (2000) suggests that what we refer to as cultural variation is

rather a variation in skills, these skills are neither innate or acquired, they are rather grown by

becoming embedded into the human organism by practice and experience in an environment.

People are born as organism-persons into a world that is populated with beings of numerous

kinds, both human and non-human. Therefore, this requires a perspective in which humans'

active engagement with the environment is its starting point (1992: 44). Thus, Ingold’s point

is that the relationships between humans, which we typically refer to as social, are rather a

subset of ecological relationships. To grasp this complex understanding, Milton (2005: 32)

makes a short illustration to this idea by envisaging how a newborn baby learns its mother is

a source of food, warmth and comfort. In order for the baby to know and learn this, the baby

has to engage with the mother (the baby’s environment) in the first place, receiving

information from her.

Drawing from Ingold’s ecological model, anthropologist Kay Milton (2007: 67) suggests that

an ecological approach to emotions is a genuine alternative since it does neither assume a

biological or cultural understanding of emotions. Even though she clarifies that the

environment of humans is mainly social as we interact mostly with humans, consequently

emotions are often composed and shaped through social discourse as argued by Abu-Lughod

and Lutz (1990). But to be wholly understood, emotions are to be comprehended as an

ecological mechanism in which emotions and feelings arise and operate in the relationship

between an organism and its environment, whether the environment consists of social beings

or non-social things or both. In developing this different approach to emotions, Milton (2005;

2007) makes use of neuroscientist Antonio Damasio’s (1999) model of emotion and feelings,

in which he argues that they have an important role in the evolution of consciousness. Milton

explains how an emotional event pans out by beginning with a stimulus from the

environment, which causes a bodily response (emotion) to which then generates a feeling

(perception of emotion) which ultimately results with an action. In this process there are

different points where learning has a role in how an emotional event turns out in relation to

the environment (2007: 68).

As proposed, emotion has a role in how we learn from our environment. An individual

organism learns from its environment by the process of receiving and interpreting

information surrounding it and in that way becomes an adept mover within it (Milton 2007:

66). This understanding of emotions is in line with the ideas of Mark Harris (2007) rethinking
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in anthropology of knowledge, as he proposes that knowing and learning is a constant activity

and as such the person does not leave their environment to know and does not stop in order to

know. We learn by receiving information from our immediate environment and then

remember it, a process in which emotions are intrinsic (Milton 2005: 35).

An ecological approach to emotions in regards to sports or supporters has not been done in

anthropology, but anthropologist Sarah Pink (2011) is one of the exceptions who has taken

into account the implications of the environment. Re-thinking her earlier work (1997) which

focused on embodiment, to a theory of emplacement instead, she argues that the competing

bullfighter body is to be understood within a wider ecology of things in progress, in which

feelings/senses and knowing/learning becomes in relation to other elements of the

environment, recognising the specificity and intensity of the place event. She draws her

approach from Greg Downey’s (2007) contribution to “Ways of Knowing” by earlier

mentioned Harris (2007), in which Downey analyses the body as an organism that changes

biologically in connection to the many elements of its environment, this too inspired by

Ingold’s theories.

Another closely related and similar approach to earlier studies on football supporters'

emotions, is sociologist Tamar Rapoport’s (2020) study consisting of different ethnographies

in which the analytical framework for investigating fandom suggests an understanding of

football supporters behaviour through the theory of practice, in which Rapoport claims that

the space of the football stadium is an emotional and relational space which is shaped through

human activity. This type of thinking is related and part of Ingold’s argumentation for the

ecological model and opposition of cultural constructionist models (Ingold 2000: 167).

As discussed and pointed out in the introduction, supporters seem emotional and express

themselves differently at football games than in everyday life. Therefore, I suggest that this

ecological understanding of emotions is useful in its application on football supporters

because it gives context to how specific emotions are expressed by supporters in relation to

the environment at football matches. I agree with Milton (2007: 73) as she encourages that an

ecological model of emotions is compelling because it comes to question how people come to

respond emotionally, to different things.
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Emotional Styles

The ecological approach on the studies of emotion essentialises the individual relationship

with its surroundings because societies and cultures do not learn as a whole, as such we must

first put an emphasis on the individual (Milton 2007: 71). This leads to question how one can

understand supporters as a collective, considering that supporters emphasise the groupness

and togetherness of sharing emotions. This can be recognised as the weakness of the theory,

in relation to my research question. Appropriately, I will use the theoretical concept of

emotional style put forward by historian Benno Gammerl (2012) to explain how AIK football

supporters as a collective can be understood by having a certain emotional style which entails

the collective expression of particular bundles of emotions.

As previously discussed, emotions have been defined in different ways in various disciplines,

namely anthropology, neuroscience, psychology, philosophy and sociology. Hence, the

concept of emotional styles proposed by Gammerl is a flexible concept in the sense that he

outlines a working definition for it, which does not assign itself to a particular notion of how

emotions are to be understood (2012: 161). Thus, I will discuss how I will apply the concept

of emotional style in a way that fits and enhances this essay and its theoretical framework. In

order to understand the following theoretical concept better, I will break it down into two

parts, firstly discussing what the term ‘emotional’ of the title ‘emotional styles’ signifies and

then what the term ‘styles’ implies.

Emotional styles can be used as an analytical tool within larger socio-cultural context through

a community-based definition or a spatially defined way (Gammerl 2012: 161). The spatially

defined emotional style, explained by Gammerl, suggests that the way in which specific

emotions are generated and expressed vary, depending on where they occur (2012: 164). As

such, an ecological understanding fits this very well. Though, according to Gammerl some of

the spatially defined approaches are inconsiderate to the way in which emotional patterns and

practices differ across space by treating emotions as consistently present emotional forces at

particular places. For instance, the joy of meeting someone can be expressed and experienced

differently depending if one meets a person at a bar or at church. Such approaches that regard

emotions as unchangeable affective forces that actors can direct in specific locations, can not

explain this type of events (ibid: 165). Therefore, an ecological approach would, too, better
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explain how emotional patterns and practices differ across space by arguing that expressing

emotions depends on the engagement with the environment.

Gammerl further suggests that by implying that people adopt an emotional style, an

understanding of the subject’s position is important because disciplines argue differently

about it (as mentioned before) which has influence on the narratives, in other words, are the

subjects free-willed in choosing an emotional style or does the subject act autonomously?

(2012: 166f). He explains that it is not this simple and stresses that a renewed understanding

is needed of the subject's position in between the shaping that social structures have on

emotional conduct and the passive exposure to bodily impulses (ibid.: 167). As such a

spatially defined emotional style suggests a deconstruction of the well-known dichotomy of

external [cultural] and internal [biological] subjective factors. This is where an ecological

approach complements this issue at hand, as this is very related to the concern made by

Leavitt (1996) in anthropology. As discussed, an ecological interpretation of emotions

implies that a subject's emotions are shaped and displayed by its engagement with its

environment, whether human or nonhuman. Thus, this approach understands the subject’s

position in a better and renewed way.

The second term in the title, ‘styles’, encompasses the experience, development, and display

of emotions, which adjust between discursive patterns and embodied practices as well as

between common scripts and specific appropriations. This type of understanding is similar to

what Pierre Bourdieu calls habitus7, but in the sense of Gammerl, ‘style’ suggests a greater

level of fluidity and malleability as it is Gammerl’s intention to focus on concurrent modes of

understanding emotions (2012: 163). ‘Style’ is to describe how all of these encompassing

things mentioned above come to shape the distinctive emotional registers and as such

generate a ‘style’. Thus, by analysing through the lens of a spatially defined emotional style,

one can come to understand how football supporters express coherent emotional registers at

football matches, as such understanding football supporters as a collective through the

analysis of their particular emotional style.

7 Pierre Bourdieu (1980) term habitus is a well-known theory in which he suggests that individuals' physical
bodies and mental structures are encoded with habitus. Habitus interacts with the physical and social structures
of the world around us. It organises how people perceive and act in the world. It does, however, change as a
result of its encounter with this world.
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Such emotional registers have been analysed before by Tali Rapoport (2020) who describes

how a football match contains several dramatic and important moments that are of great

research relevance because of their encapsulation of the emotional repertoire of fandom. But

the concept of emotional styles suggested by Gammerl has been made use of by earlier

mentioned anthropologist Carl Rommel (2021). In his long-term research, he argues that the

Egyptian Ultras emotional style which represented the emotional registers of fun and

freedom, were shaped through the collectiveness, fireworks, songs, social media and more.

He then further ties into the socio-political aspects of this emotional style displayed by

Egyptian football ultras, who firstly got demonised in the media and persecuted by the state,

but later on when the revolutionary winds swept through Egypt in 2011, the football ultras

became one of the leading revolutionaries against the repressive state (2021: 12).

Rommel (ibid: 94) in a sense, encourages emotional styles as it is a very useful analytical tool

for understanding communities of coherent discourses and practices which display certain

emotions. As demonstrated by Rommel, I believe too, that the benefits of emotional style as

an analytical tool can not be ignored and can be an excellent way to complement the

weakness of the ecology of emotions in this study. Therefore this essay takes cue from

Rommel’s research but instead through a spatially defined way rather than a

community-based emotional style.
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Thematic Analysis

Learning and Remembering at Football Matches

This first section will with the help of the empirical material take a closer look at how AIK

supporters become familiar with the environment of football games, and how with time

supporters grow to know, learn and remember within their environment. These are key

elements in order to understand the emotions in the next section, as these processes are part

of how we come to perceive and respond emotionally.

Therefore, the first step is to analyse the practises that the supporters engage in, as Ingold

(2000: 5) suggests, skills, which we commonly come to think of as cultural variations, can

better be understood as variations in skills. These skills entail the ability to act and perceive

as a whole organic being in the richly structured environment. As we do these practices we

come to know and learn at the same time, this is something that is constant, one does not

leave in order to know something and one does not stop in order to know (Harris 2007: 1). By

exploring the practices, we come to understand how the supporters such as Nils, Per and Ivan

and other informants I spoke with at games come to have these cultural AIK knowledge that

people like myself lack. These things were made obvious to me on several occasions during

the field work, particularly at the Norra stå stand where most of my informants reside during

matches. The following was such an instance:

It was one of my first games during the fieldwork and I was very concentrated on listening to

what my informant, Ivan’s friend was saying, but suddenly I quickly noticed how it went

pretty quiet at the stand, It made me overhear some teenagers in front of us tell one of their

friends off, for not holding up his AIK scarf in the air. Then I realised that everyone else that

had brought a scarf was holding them up, which made me do it too, but in hesitation. I could

feel some looks from people as I did it pretty awkwardly. I think Ivan sensed it too but did not

say anything. [my translation]

– Passage from my field report

I clearly lacked this type of sensibility to the environment since I had not been to many

games, and was not a skilled mover within this environment because of it (Milton 2007: 66).
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These supporters become skilled in these environments through learning by being at many

AIK games and thus receiving and interpreting all the information that surrounds them at the

games, mainly from humans, but also from non-human as I was to be shown.

Right after I had an interview with Per, I remember an interesting conversation we had. He

was showing me all of his AIK merchandise bought from different supporter groups, which

sell different types of clothing, such as t-shirts, hoodies, shorts, stickers, hats with different

texts and symbols all representing AIK in some form. He was offering me a black overshirt

with the AIK emblem together with the national coat of arms symbol as it did not fit him, he

then also put on his balaclava. Many supporters around the world use these woollen ski

masks at games to not be identified, and in the case of AIK supporters, many wear them at

Norra stå because of the illegal use of pyrotechnics at games, but these flares are still used at

almost every AIK game.

- When do you have that mask on?

- I usually just put this on during matches sometimes, it looks a bit silly I know

[laughing], but we have to, when we use flares and that stuff, the cameras around

there have some type of facial recognition. [my translation]

- Per, AIK supporter

As Per was explaining, they have to adapt to these situations sometimes because of the

cameras at the stadium, claiming that the cameras at Friends Arena have facial recognition.

He continues describing to me how supporters throw a massive curtain on themselves and

prepare the flares and put on the balaclavas under there, in order to avoid the facial

recognition of the cameras. This shows how supporters' environment is surrounded by

non-human parts as well, which supporters also engage with and has an importance (Milton

2007: 67), and comes to shape how supporters learn these skills in the process of engagement

with the environment at Friends Arena.

During my fieldwork, I learned the many practices which supporter’s do during games, and

the most common one’s are of course chanting in unison, celebrating goals by jumping and

screaming, hugging, becoming frustrated and angry by shouting when conceding goals,

drinking beer, igniting flares in coordination as massive TIFO’s are held up by almost the
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entire section of Norra Stå, the buying and selling of AIK merchandise with specific symbols

and texts in accordance with the different supporter groups who many can be seen wearing

and going to games with.

Two specific chants always stand out during matches, one of which the supporters of Norra

stå sing towards the other stands at the bylines, my informants told me the chant is called

“Här är vi på Norra stå”8. They have to repeat what Norra stå chants and when it is not loud

enough, they boo the other stands. But when it is loud enough they chant at each other in

turns in coordination. This beautifully coordinated chant makes it very powerful as the

silence in between when they take turns at singing to each other is a strong contrast to the

constant loudness Another chant called “De är rädda för AIK'' 9, they jump all together,

sometimes putting their arms around each other's backs, and sing la la la la la heja heja AIK.

Once this chant gets going, the metal which the stand is made of rumbles and squeaks loudly

but in tune with the singing.

But not all practises are solely physical practises, done with the body, as Abu-Lughod and

Lutz (1990: 11) prominently suggest, emotions can be seen through the social interaction

which much of is verbal interaction, and as such constituted and shaped by social discourse.

Like Milton (2007: 63) I agree with Abu-Lughod and Lutz, but argue that it is not only

through discourse, as shown with the engagement with the environment of supporters with

the face-recognition cameras placed around Norra stå. Rather in order for emotions to operate

and be shaped by social situations they must first have presocial origin. Thus, as discussed,

this discourse is shaped through the engagement with the environment in the first place.

These specific discourses about supporter values and conduct are shaped in the environment

of Norra Stå, like in the following instances:

Buy the right season ticket! Buy on the right section! If you want to sit on your phone during

matches, do not buy a Norra Stå season ticket! We try to explain to the younger generation

that you need to sing for 90 minutes here. It is important to teach them because we do not

want a supporterculture with any type of “Mello”10 Tifo with phone flashlights. [my

translation]

10 Mello is the nickname to an annual music competition Melodifestivalen in Sweden, associated with crowds of
families with mostly young children and the use of phone flashlights during performances.

9 Translated as “They are scared of AIK”.
8 Translated as “Here we are from Norra stå”.
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- Per, AIK supporter

Here we can see how there is a certain discourse among supporters, of conduct and supporter

values which are very important to them. Another case in point is when Nils tells me:

The atmosphere (at Norra stå) is something special [...] I love the supporterculture, with

TIFO’s and pyrotechnics, I believe they are an important part, it is important that the

organised supporters and supportergroups take care of it so that we can have a good

supporterculture [...] nobody wants anyone from Norra stå to just throw flares into the pitch

or stands! [my translation]

- Nils, AIK supporter

When Ingold suggests that skills are incorporated into the human through growing together

with practice and experience of particular engagement with the environment (2000: 5), the

practice of speaking is also included. Words are instruments of perception in the same way

that tools are instruments of action. Both seize in a skilled and sensuous engagement with the

environment that has been sharpened and enriched by past experience (Ingold 2000: 146f).

Therefore, supporters’ discourses as Per and Nils describes with the markdown on the usage

of cellphone during matches and the 90 minute plus of singing during games and the positive

attitude towards TIFOs including pyrotechnics at the hands of organised supporters

respectively - are all part of the practices that supporters know, learn and remember.

Through this analysis we can see how football supporters’ skills are “passed on” to younger

and newer generations of supporters by training and experience in engaging the same tasks of

chanting, speaking, using flares, holding up scarfs and such within his surroundings. In the

way that skills are something which we come to know and learn through, the supporters’

memories are formed through the same process. Memories are formed through the activity of

remembering which we do when we engage in any practice in the environment. The

production of memory is the same as the growth of knowledge (Ingold 2000: 146f). This

explains how the supporterculture as my informants call it, has continued through the years,

even with changing stadium and location from Råsunda to Friends Arena in 2013 (AIK
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Fotboll 2022b), because these skills which the knowledgeable hand of the supporter

possesses, have the perceptual sensitivity that allows him to detect and respond to nuanced

changes in his surroundings (Ingold 2000: 147). Nils expresses this when he speaks about

Norra Stå:

[...]  Norra Stå has always been a sanctuary, where you can express yourself however you

want, it has always been this way since the Råsunda times, 30 years ago. [my translation]

- Nils, AIK supporter

This leads on to the next section which is a continuation of how these practices which

supporters come to know, learn and remember through practises in our surroundings,

emotions also have a part of this learning process’.

The Emotions at Football Matches

This next section will explore how supporters' emotions at football matches are part of the

learning process discussed in the previous section. As such I will take a closer look at the

stages where certain emotions are learnt and then expressed with the most common actions or

moments during matches.

There are many moments during football matches where emotions are evoked, some of them

more intense than others. Some are induced by what is happening on the pitch, and some are

not. These different practices which evoke emotions are what I will be looking closer to and

one of the most common parts where emotions are prompted is when a goal is scored. At one

of the games I was at, my informant Nils took me to the furthest down part of the Norra Stå

stand, to watch the game there. It is his usual spot, only some two metres away from the goal,

with only a safetynet between us and the goalposts. In the first half, AIK scores on the

opposite side of where we were standing, right before there is a suspense as the ball is getting

closer and closer to the opposition goal, you can hear a small sighing as everyone takes a

gasp of air, then as we see the ball rolls into the back of the net the whole stand started

physically shaking, you could hear the metal rumbling which the stands are made of and Nils

besides me starts jumping and screaming and hugging me really tightly, at the same time an

unknown fellow supporter next to us also joins in to hug us. As this was happening, many
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flares were lit and it became really smokey, and the supporters started chanting louder than

before.

By following Damasio’s (1999) model on the emotional process through 4 stages, describing

the emotional episode of scoring, starts with the stimulus (1) which is the goal, then the

bodily response (2) of the goal is going from tensing and gasping into a release of breath and

after that comes the perception (3) of this which is euphoria and joy which then ends with the

action (4) to the subjective feeling which causes the supporters to jump, hug and scream just

as Nils and the supporters all around me did. In illustration the model goes like this:

Stimulus → Bodily response (emotion) → Feeling (perception of emotion) → Action

It is through this understanding Milton (2007: 68) suggests that by looking at these different

stages of an emotional episode through Damasio’s model we see that learning and emotion

affect each other. In the case of scoring a goal, the most obvious learning point is how the

supporter responds to the feeling of euphoria and happiness with his actions. Supporters

display these feelings by jumping, screaming, hugging, kicking the stands with their feet.

But what is interesting here is also looking at what happens when the opposing team scores a

goal against AIK. As described by Ivan:

It is so frustrating (when the opposite team scores), you become enraged because you expect

so much from the players on the pitch, you get angry at the coach and the referee too, mostly

the referee to be honest (laughing), but yeah you get angry and yell because it is so

frustrating but people take it out in different ways. [my translation]

- Ivan, AIK supporter

Here, we can see how conceding a goal evokes a different feeling, as obvious as it may seem.

But here the point in which learning plays a role is between the bodily response and the

perception of it. The gasp of air in anticipation as when AIK scores is very similar bodily

response to when conceding one, as I experienced it, but with the engagement of the

environment which is seeing the ball roll past the AIK goalkeeper, this instead evokes a

feeling of anger and frustration rather than euphoria and joy through the same bodily

response of gasping air and tensing. This is because the supporter has learnt through the

engagement with the environment, in other words, when the opposition player scores, to feel
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angry as something negative and bad because your team can lose now. In this we can see how

the supporter has learnt different perceptions, different feelings through the same bodily

response that of when AIK scores a goal (Milton 2007: 68).

Then the action that follows the feeling is based on the context as some cultures and contexts

express anger differently (ibid.). In the case of AIK supporters, in Norra stå where the

emotions can more clearly be seen, are contextualised as a place in which emotions are very

freely expressed as my informant Nils describes it:

Norra Stå is a place of refuge, it is like a football commercial I saw the other day, comparing

how you can scream and shout at a football match but not at the office (laughing). It is

exactly this that is the refuge. You have the possibility to yell stupidity, and you can really feel

the adrenaline boil as you see a goal coming or the despair when the other team scores. You

have the freedom to express your feelings. To me it is a refuge because I can scream and lash

out because I know I can do it here and nowhere else [...] you get away from the everyday,

putting aside the constant working, eating and sleeping for 90 minutes plus. [my translation]

- Nils, AIK supporter

The environment of football matches, of Norra Stå, is one of freedom of expression, where

you can feel and act freely. Here we can clearly see that these ways of feeling and then the

resulting action in screaming and lashing out are learned responses, which these AIK football

supporters have learnt by life-time experience and by being at many games. We can see that

learning and emotion affects each other, an ecological mechanism as such (Milton 2007: 69).

Another emphatic dimension of the expression of emotions at matches are the TIFO’s. They

are an important part of the practices that supporters engage in. As I was discussing and

asking about the TIFOs with my informants, they all expressed how utterly important the

TIFOs and the specific AIK TIFO organisation that are in charge of creating and making

TIFOs. Per told me how he gets a tight stomach and feels jittery and nervous when TIFOs are

lifted at the stadium as he stands under them because sometimes he has no idea of how they

will look. But other times he explained that he gets an adrenaline rush as the TIFO is lifted

instead, a mightily feeling, a feeling of pride. I noticed the mixed feelings he was describing.

By looking closer to it, we can understand that there are different bodily reactions to the
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stimuli. Here the feeling is shaped depending on the environment and he learns through the

different engagement of the non-human TIFO, and responds with different bodily reactions

(Milton 2005: 36; 2007: 67f).

I feel this way (about TIFOs) because as with the recent Per Karlsson11 TIFO [...] you can

clearly see how much effort has been put in, and the feelings put in. You can tell that they are

painted with heart with such details and together with the choreographed flares and

chanting, these things are planned weeks and months in advance. [my translation]

- Per, AIK supporter

This theme of the feelings evoked through community with the TIFO’s and the other aspects

discussed is what the next section will continue analysing further, the sensing of community

and collective.

The Collective Expression of Emotions

As shown, the emotions of the supporters are understood through the engagement with the

environment, but as we also have seen, many of these emotions are expressed collectively.

This can be better understood by looking at the emotional registers of the supporters and how

this can be understood as an emotional style of the AIK supporters at Norra stå.

As the analysis has discussed until now, the emotions of the supporter operate and arise

through its relationship with the environment (Milton 2007) and how these emotions are

learned and remembered through the practices made at football matches (Ingold 2000). As

noticed many of these particular practises that are important to the supporterculture of AIK,

most clearly displayed at Norra stå, take shape in the registers of freedom and comradery.

These are the important values recognised by my informants, and Norra Stå is the section of

the supporters where this can clearly be seen:

You are at Norra Stå to vent, you can stand there and scream, you can stand there and cry,

you can jump around, dance, ultimately whatever the hell you want to, as long as you sing

11 Per Karlsson, considered an icon of the club, representing AIK his whole career, retired this year and as such
the supporters and AIK TIFO group made a TIFO dedicated to him.
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along for 90 minutes [...] You know that person next to you loves AIK as much as you do, you

can even take your shirt off whatever. At Norra Stå you feel that you can be yourself, it is very

liberating to step in there. [my translation]

- Per, AIK supporter

The register of freedom is very palpable, as Per’s words are very similar to what Nils

described in earlier part of the analysis, describing Norra Stå as a place of refuge where you

can express your emotions however you want, something that can not be done in everyday

life.

Else, the comradery was also something I noticed every time I was at Norra Stå. I recall

coming in through the turnstiles of entrance E at Friends Arena, almost everybody was

chatting to someone and laughing and seemed to be having a good time. My informant went

directly up to two guys and greeted them with handshakes and referred to each other as

brothers and talked for a bit, chatting about football and everything in between. This kept

recurring through the whole day, making me reflect. This sense of attractive emotional

experience contingent on united efforts describes these supporters well (Rommel 2021: 91).

Further, he tells me that everybody feels the same, like the stand is one person, and the

supports all feel the same during matches:

[...] When we score a goal you jump and hug anyone besides you, no matter if you know them

or not, he is like a brother. So when we concede a devastating last minute goal, go and hug

him too, he feels just as sad as you. [my translation]

Per, AIK supporter

This notion was reinforced further when Per was telling me about aggressive behaviour. He

told me how he knows that if he would come to be attacked or harassed by supporters of the

other team in away games or anything of that sort, he knows that everyone around him would

back him, it is like an unconditional unity. This sense of comradery together with expression

of freedom are exactly what encompass the experience, development and display through the

different practices (Gammerl 2012: 163) which have been discussed throughout the analysis.

This is what the emotional style of AIK supporters is constituted of. This can be seen with the

TIFOs at matches as Nils describes it:
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TIFOs are a big part of what makes the atmosphere at the match. It is important for the

community, everybody is involved when the massive canvas with paintings is held up and

shown on display. I think it is terribly important. [my translation]

- Nils, AIK supporter

Practices such as TIFOs involve a lot of people, both in creating, organising and preparing

the TIFO, but also when it is unveiled as TIFOs cover almost the whole of the Norra stå

stand. By the organisation of TIFOs, the chanting, the flares, the merchandise of AIK clothes,

the discourse and more, are all what comes to shape the AIK supporters' emotional style. It

can be understood as an emotional style as it is comprised of bundles of feelings (Gammerl

2012: 162).  Further, the following statement by Nils is a great encapsulation of how to make

sense of the AIK emotional style:

Through the years we have come to know that the players treasure this type of dedication, it

becomes apparent when they are playing. The supporter is the 12th player of the match [...]

and people can not understand this type of unconditional support if you are not part of this

bubble. [my translation]

- Nils, AIK supporter

What Nils says makes much sense because of how an ecological approach understands the

emotions. The emotions that the supporters express during matches are a result of an

organism's engagement with its environment (Milton 2007: 66). Thus as shown by my field

note passage at the beginning of the analysis in the first section, people like myself and others

who do not have the skills, the perceptual attunement (Ingold 2000: 5), can not understand

the strong feelings and emotions displayed because they have not engaged in and learned the

particular practices that supporters engage in at the football ground. These practices and

discourse which occur at Norra stå are what comes to shape the emotional style of AIK

supporters, which consists of the emotional registers of freedom and comradery.
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Conclusion

In the research of football supporters throughout the years, there has been little to no attention

focused on the emotional element of football supporters in Anthropology. The purpose of this

study was to explore this element and try to understand how these strong emotions displayed

by football supporters come about.

In the first section of the analysis, the study demonstrates how supporters engage with their

environments in different ways and come to know and learn practices. They learn the chants

and physical movements and coordination, they learn how to avoid security cameras when

they use flares and pyrotechnics, they learn also through discourse such as the necessity to

sing and to not be on the phone during matches. These skills which the supporters learn

through time is the same process of which they remember such practices. In this way they

become skilled movers within the football environment at matches.

Following this, the second part of the analysis reveals how different parts and moments of

and during football matches evoke the emotions. Different stimuli depending on the

environment, such as when AIK scores or concedes a goal produces bodily responses with

the gasp of air which inturn generates the feelings of euphoria along with happiness, and

anger together with frustration respectively, which cause different actions, such as jumping,

screaming and hugging. Or how the feelings of pride and nervousness are flaunted when the

TIFOs are lifted into Norra stå for everyone to see.

Lastly the third section shows how these emotions and practices discussed, such as the TIFOs

chants and discourse are what come to shape the specific emotional style of AIK supporters.

This emotional style of the supporters where the emotions are expressed, come from the

registers of freedom and comradery which can be seen when the informants tell me about the

freedom of emotional expression at Norra stå, that no one will judge another one. As well as

the comradery of the supporters who come together and create coordinated TIFOs which

represent the community and the pride of AIK supporters.

By way of this study, it became clear that these football supporters' emotions which are

expressed through different practices, such as discourse, are all a coming together of the
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engagement with the environment at football matches. These practices of engagement with

the surroundings of football matches are learned and remembered throughout the years as

football supporters go to matches continually. And in this engagement the football supporters

learn the emotional registers of freedom and comradery, which are what encapsulates the

emotional style of the AIK supporters as emotions are expressed collectively. As such, these

strong emotions and the way in which supporters behave themselves at matches are difficult

to grasp if one is not part of the bubble, and is at these football matches and come to know

and learn the practices which evoke these feelings of euphoria, happiness, anger, sadness,

frustration, nervousness and anxiety. At places like Norra stå, these feelings are learned to be

fully expressed with no restraint, in comparison to most other environments of which we

reside in daily life.

The aspiration of this study was to lay a foundational ground on how football supporters'

emotions and expressions can be understood through a different perspective, based on a

specific cultural context. Expanding on this research, being my personal hope for the essay

too, is to somewhat break the barrier between researchers and football supporter circles.

There is a mistrust between these two groups, of which I experienced during fieldwork. Thus,

in the hope of such positive results, I believe that future studies should focus on similar

emotional research within football and supporters in general, in order to build an

understanding between the different people involved and contextualise practises and

behaviour in sports as it is of importance to understand why these things means so much to

us.
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